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Statement of Purpose (Executive Summary) 
 
Ecological Tanks, Inc. is a company based out of Downsville, Louisiana. They 

are a leading manufacturer of septic treatment systems made of both fiberglass and 
concrete, and distribute these systems all across the country to other distributors. They 
have various packages including various components. The components needed are 
typically predetermined and stated in a septic design, which is based around the 
specific state code requirements. Some of the components incorporated in these 
systems are aeration devices, ultraviolet disinfection devices, chlorination devices, and 
various pumping devices. Each of these devices are powered and operated by complex 
control panels giving users and installers full control over the components as well as 
turning on and off components when being maintenanced.  
 
The Problem 

Control Panel’s all have somewhat of the same basics internally, but the 
individual internal components are becoming out of date with the update in technology.  

 
Land Phone Line Requirement: 

Some code requirements require a homeowner to have a landline in their home 
as an aid for the telemetry failsafe mechanism, which will contact a service provider 
incase of component failure. As technology keeps progressing, as well as the increase 
in cell phones, more people are starting to eliminate the land phone line from their 
bundled packages from their internet provider. This causes a problem with systems that 
require the current telemetry device. 

 
Dose Timer: 

The timers currently used in control panel’s have push tabs which control the 
hours a dose pump will operate. They also have small adjustable knobs to operate the 
minutes. These are not accurate and can only track time down to the minute. This can 
cause accuracy errors when trying to set dose schedules for the pumps.  
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Scope & Methodology 
 

Design Objective 
The purpose of this project is to utilize both mechanical and electrical 

engineering principles to design a control panel that incorporates updated internal 
technology to be user friendly for both installers, technicians, and homeowners. There 
are two main design objectives for the proposed control panel: 

 
● To connect a digital timer that can be easily set by the installer and has the ability 

to control the pump cycle for a desired on/ off cycle. This timer must be capable 
of units down to the seconds. 

● To connect a cellular auto dialer that has the ability to track the functionality of 
internal components such as the compressor, pump, and the UV disinfection 
device and send an individualized text alert to a designated cellular device when 
a component is in a fault state. 
 
To perform this project we will require a vast amount of time for research and 

design. Hours of testing and configuring the septic system control panel will also be 
done. We have the capability to produce one full scale model of our control panel with 
the support of Ecological Tanks Inc., however, this design will not be implemented or 
pursued further due to producer constraints. A small scale model will be used to 
illustrate how the control panel will function with the entire septic system. 

 
Materials Required 

● Ecological Tanks, Inc. 208 Control Panel Chassis 
- Circuit Breaker Switches (Compressor, UV Light, Pump, Alarm) 
- Relays (3) 
- Test Switch 
- Mute switch 
- Alarm Horn 
- Alarm Light 
- Jumper Wires with connectors 

● PumpAlarm Control Box (Cellular AutoDialer) 
● Altech Universal Digital Multi Timer 
● 14-2 (Alarm Panel Supply) 
● 12-2 Wire (Control Panel Supply) 
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Explanation of 208 Control Panel 
The Ecological Tanks, Inc. 208 Control Panel is a very complex control panel. 

This control panel is designed to run and operate all treatment options that Ecological 
Tanks have to offer in their treatment plants. This panel is not typically advertised as 
there are more specific panels which have less but more specific capabilities and in 
some cases can be cheaper, but for the purpose of this project we will use this panel to 
demonstrate all of the capabilities. 

There are two types of systems which are based on how the effluent is dispersed 
to a soil absorption component: Gravity Feed and Demand/Time Dosed. Each system is 
equipped with an alarming system to alarm the homeowner and/or service provider 
when a malfunction has occurred. If the system is gravity fed, the alarm system is 
alarmed by telemetry (land phone line) and has no way to stop the flow of the effluent 
from exiting the treatment tank. If the system is time or demand dosed, the system 
typically does not use telemetry. Typically, when a pump is present an autodialer 
component is not needed.Those systems are equipped with pump lockout. Pump 
lockout is a function which will disable the dose pump if any component has failed. The 
pump would lockout forcing a homeowner to contact a service provider before their tank 
would back up into their house. For the purpose of this project, we will be utilizing the 
208 Control Panel to mesh the two systems (gravity and dosed) together to 
demonstrate how the new components will operate. 
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Expected Findings 
PumpAlarm 
During the production of this control panel, as stated previously, our first main 

goal is to explore, incorporate and properly program the PumpAlarm component into the 
208 control panel so that we can receive alerts by text via cell phone. We have 
researched and explored various other cellular Auto-Dialer components as well as WiFi 
linked components for this portion of the project. While there were many pros and cons 
to each component, the team had settled on the PumpAlarm. With the PumpAlarm, 
there are multiple pins which can be programmed for monitoring certain components 
and sending out text alerts through a cellular signal which does not rely on Wifi. When 
an auto-dialer component relies on WiFi, the system runs the risk of losing connection 
to the service and there is no way to notify that connection has been lost. Additionally, a 
service provider would have to come out and reprogram the telemetry or WiFi panel. 
With the new pump alarm alternative, the pump alarm is hardwired into the panel but 
also has a battery backup to allow the panel to send out signals even when a power 
outage has occurred. 

This portion took some time as we needed to ensure that each pin was properly 
wired to receive feedback when a component has failed. When connecting to our relays, 
we needed to ensure that we were connected to a normally opened pin on each relay. 
When we connected to a normally closed pin, the pump alarm was always receiving an 
alarm signal. 

Timer 
Our second main goal was to incorporate a new timer into the panel which would 

provide more accuracy while being more user friendly. The team has researched 
multiple different configurations that can be incorporated in an equivalent amount of 
space and will also be easier to program. After reviewing manuals and documentation 
on the Altech Universal Digital Timer, this device is small and compact and appears to 
be our best option. This device will actually allow more room inside the existing panel 
and appears to be easily programed with few buttons and also comes with an LCD 
screen which allows for this timer to be more user friendly. The LCD screen also allows 
one to see where the current dose cycle is. With fewer buttons and an LCD for instant 
feedback on timer settings at a quick glance, the team feels the Altech Universal Digital 
timer will be our best option. 

Panel Overall 
During the production of this new panel, the team wanted to become familiar with 

the construction of a multi-functional panel and the new components while experiencing 
first hand how user friendly and cost effective these devices may or may not be 
compared to the older and out of date components. We look forward to finding and 
resolving any issues during the construction and testing which were not expected during 
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the design of the control panel. Discovering any new issues with the new components 
may require us to look into different options to produce a more updated and effective 
control panel. 

 
Engineering Analysis 

 
Altech Universal Digital Multi-Timer 

The current panels utilize an older style timer that has tabs that are pushed in to 
set the hourly timing and knobs to adjust the timing in minutes. In many scenarios, we 
need to set the timer using hours, minutes, and seconds. This can often be tricky when 
you only have tabs to press and knobs to turn and can also be inconvenient to outside 
installers or county inspectors. Often when working with these timers in the field, there 
is a substantial amount of testing to double check the settings of the timer. Adding a two 
function digital timer into this control panel would help speed up the process for 
programming and also be more user friendly. We intend to install a timer that is more 
easily programmed utilizing buttons with a digital screen to view the time setting at a 
glance.  

The Universal Digital Multi-Timer from Altech Timers has the ability to be 
adjusted from 0.1 seconds to 999 hours. There are nine different functioning settings 
that can be selected to choose different ways to get a power output There is an LCD 
display to show current timers and run time information. This timer mounts to standard 
DIN Rail that will make it easy to add with other components in the panel box to keep it 
clean. The timer dimensions are 100 x 17.5 x 76 mm. This timer would make it easier 
and more precise to set timers than the current older tab system.  
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Cellular Auto Dialer 
The current septic control panels utilize a land phone line to send out a dial tone 

when a component is not functioning properly. This is a problem because the land 
phone line is becoming obsolete. Due to an increase in cell phone usage and cost, most 
homeowners have opted out of having a land phone line as part of their internet service 
provider packages. This adaptation in technology and consumer needs is what 
obligates Ecological Tanks to provide a more feasible and capable control panel.  

For this project we have decided to utilize a cellular auto dialer system known as 
the Pump Alarm. The Pump Alarm is powered by being hardwired into the system, as 
well as 4 AA batteries as a backup. Since the system is relatively small (6.7 x 4.9 x 1.9 
in) and weighs only 1.1 lbs we can place the system inside the existing panel. This 
system has also received a NEMA 1 rating, which means it has adequate protection to 
be used indoors. Unlike currently used panels, this alarm system can be programmed 
with multiple inputs pins that can monitor multiple components rather than one generic 
alert. When one of the monitored criteria is outside an acceptable range, the system will 
send out an individualized cell phone alert to the designated cellular device. This will 
also reduce the troubleshooting time a service provider would spend trying to diagnose 
a problem. The Pump Alarm can be easily programmed using any cellular device that is 
connected to a cellular network. 
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Pricing / Funding 
New Control Panel with New Components Upfront Cost: 

● Basic 208 Control Panel  ——————————————— $600.00 
- Control Panel Switches  
- Jumper Wiring  
● 14-2 Alarm Panel Supply ——————————————— $10.00 
● 12-2 Wire (Control Panel Supply)  ——————————— $10.00 
● *Pump Alarm Cellular Alarm   ————————————— $244.00 
● *Altech Universal Digital Multi-Timer  ——————————$52.16 

Total    ——————————————————————— $916.16 
 

Old Control Panel with Standard Components Upfront Cost: 
● Basic 208 Control Panel     —————————————— $600.00 
- Control Panel Switches 
- Jumper Wiring 
● 14-2 Alarm Panel Supply    —————————————— $10.00 
● 12-2 Wire (Control Panel Supply)     —————————— $10.00 
● Standard Telephone Auto-Dialler  ——————————— $160.00 
● Standard Dose Timer  ———————————————— $60.00 

Total   ——————————————————————— $840.00 
 
Typically, to operate this control panel, the control panel would require a land 

phone line. When meeting with customers, their complaint was that most internet 
providers charge an extra $60 a month to provide a land phone line and keep it 
operational. Also when wiring this panel during an installation, the homeowner would be 
required to contact their provider to have a tech stub out a landline in the appropriate 
location, which is typically an additional upfront charge of $120.  

To operate the old panel, the customer would spend an additional $720/year in 
annual operating costs.  With this new alarm box, there is a $50/year subscription fee to 
send out the text alerts. The proposal of the new panel would raise the upfront cost by 
about $80 but would eliminate $670/year from the annual operating cost.  The additional 
$80 would be paid for upfront during the purchase of the system and would then only be 
required to pay an additional cost of $50/year to operate the system down the road. This 
is still better than the $60/ month fee just to keep a landline operational.  
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Production 
The production of this panel started by obtaining all the material for this control 

panel. Ecological Tanks Inc. funded this project and provided all the components we 
needed for this build, minus any wires and connectors. They provided us with all circuit 
breaker switches, relays, extra toggle switches, alarm floats, along with an aerator 
motor and the updated cellular auto dialer and digital timer that we have chosen to 
incorporate. 

Once all our materials as well as wiring for the panel were obtained, we began by 
installing the relays, mounting bracket for the circuit breaker switches, and the wire 
connector terminal strip, on to the control panel mounting board using the stainless steel 
screws which were provided. We also needed to use a large step-down bit to drill holes 
for our exterior toggle switches, alarm horn, alarm light and conduit fittings on the 
bottom of the panel box. We cleaned any shavings out of the box and installed the 
panel mounting board into the panel. After all components were installed into the panel 
box, we began the wiring from our inlet power sources to our circuit breaker switches 
and relays as well as all other internal components following the basic wiring schematic 
that was provided with our panel (See below). Once the internal portion of the control 
panel was assembled, we began tying in the external components into the panel and 
ensured that they were operational. We substituted a light socket with a bulb to 
represent when the dosing pump would kick on and off. We also substituted toggle 
switches instead of using actual water level floats. This made it easy for us to test the 
panel to ensure that it was operational. We were able to simply flip switches to 
demonstrate how our panel was operating. The actual assembly of this panel, both 
internal and external assembly, took us approximately 5 hours.  
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The wiring diagram below is for the basic 208 Model that is used in the field when wiring 
the control panel. This diagram is used for wiring all external components of the system. 
The wiring diagram shows the power supply (Black), ground (Green), and neutral 
(White) connections for each component. Some changes were be made to adjust for the 
new components. 
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Below is a picture of the final assembly. The photo shows the wiring of all internal 
components that were wired based on the wiring schematic shown on page 10. All 
breaker switches were wired to the designated power strip slots as well as each relay to 
distribute correct power and alarming signals. 
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Testing and Quality Check 
Testing our panel began as soon as assembly was complete. We gave the panel 

a thorough visual check comparing it to our wiring diagrams to ensure everything was 
connected properly. It was important to make sure that all wires were stripped minimally 
to prevent two wires from crossing. A simple cross up of wires could damage the panel 
and/or trip a breaker switch and cause the circuit to malfunction.  

Our first test for the control panel was to ensure that when the panel is powered, 
the breaker switches are not tripped. If breaker switches have not been tripped, this is 
an easy check that lets us know all components should be hooked up properly. We will 
begin to flip breaker switches one by one to ensure that the aeration motor, UV power, 
and effluent pump (represented by a light) is functioning properly.  

The next test will be to check the visual and audio alarm. With all other 
components off the alarm should sound, which it did. We then flipped the switch off and 
flipped all other switches on, followed by flipping the alarm switch back on to ensure that 
while each component is on and functional, the alarm was not on. Then we went 
through each external component and demonstrated a malfunction to ensure the alarm 
horn sounded and the alarm light came on. This is important to check before we even 
begin to check our cellular alarm and will make troubleshooting easier. If our visual and 
audio alarm is not receiving a fault signal from each component, neither will our cellular 
alarm.  

Alarm Test 
The aeration motor is connected to a pressure switch which receives a small 

amount of pressure from the motor. This switch sends a signal to a relay pin which is 
either normally open or normally closed. We can either pinch the airline or unplug the 
airline to reduce the pressure. The lack of pressure usually takes a few seconds before 
setting off the alarm. This is also a good check to ensure that the pressure switch is not 
bad, as this has been a problem before when installing panels in the field and is also 
wired properly. 

UV Disinfection Test 
For the purpose of this project, we used a toggle switch to control the current for 

our UV bulb. The reason for this is that exposure of the eyes looking directly at the UV 
bulb is very dangerous and can damage a person's eyes permanently. Also, if using a 
regular light bulb, the light bulb would become hot. The purpose of this switch is to 
easily break the current flow. The panel contains a current sensor to ensure the bulb is 
working. When the sensor reads that the current is broken, it will trip the alarm by a 
normally closed relay. 
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High Water Test 
Lastly, we will check our high water alarm. When the alarm float is down, it 

creates a broken circuit. When the water level in the tank rises and raises the float all 
the way, the circuit is connected and provides power to the alarm. This is tested by 
simply raising and lowering the alarm float. 

Cellular PumpAlarm 
Once each component was tested, ensuring that they are providing an alarming 

signal, we then programed the cellular alarm and tested that the alarm is sending out 
the proper text alerts when the corresponding component has failed.  

To start the programming process, we first registered our PumpAlarm online. 
Once registered, we were given a phone number so that we could text and receive texts 
from that alarm for programming and failures. 

We started by texting the pump alarm, the primary phone number. The 
PumpAlarm can be programmed to send alerts to up to three different phone numbers. 
Next, we text the alarm a name. For real world usage, the name could be a customer's 
name or address the PumpAlarm is located at. Once that was complete, we then text 
the component and programmed each input pin and the delay times. The delay times 
are to allow the system to potentially correct itself before sending out an alarm text. 
Once these were complete, we then went through and re simulated each fault to ensure 
we were getting the correct texts. View photos below and on the next page of this 
process. 
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Altech Digital Timer 
We chose to hook up a light bulb to represent our effluent pump, as typical 

effluent pumps are larger and more expensive. We tested the Altech Digital by 
programming the timer for various timing combinations. Once the timer was 
programmed, we tested it while also running a stopwatch to see how accurate the timer 
settings are. The timer was very accurate. Our main goal was to be able to set the 
timing to a specific second and we were able to do so. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 
The team worked closely with Ecological Tanks to obtain all materials and 

components required for this project as well as getting our design basis. We have been 
in contact via email with Ringo at Ecological Tanks to obtain all components. Ecological 
tanks stated early in the design phase that they would be providing the components for 
this project and will be shipped through UPS ground or Fedex ground. Once the 
materials arrived, we started immediately on construction of the panel to allow for 
sufficient testing time. Throughout the testing phase of the project, the team did not run 
into any major roadblocks and were able to stick with our original design. 

During the proposal of this project, the team was prepared for a few different 
problems which may arise. The first issue that may have arisen is a very common issue 
when working with the control panels previously. With the numerous components 
incorporated into the panel, there are many grounds and neutrals inside the panel for 
each component. A major issue that current installers are having is getting ground 
and/or neutrals crossed up causing back feeding issues. This leads to signaling the 
alarm when components are not failing. The solution to this issue was to take our time 
when constructing the panel to ensure simple mistakes were not made when 
referencing the wiring schematics. Each ground and neutral wire was properly inserted 
and tightened down into the corresponding neutral and grounding blocks. Also, to 
prevent this issue, we designated white wire to represent our neutral wires. During the 
construction phase, we never ran into this issue.  

One smaller issue that the team did end up running into was that between the 
three relays we used, there are 8 different pins. These pins are either normally opened 
or normally closed, inlet power or neutrals. Not all pins are used. When wiring the panel, 
we did get a few wires swapped. The wires we got swapped were the wires going to our 
normally open and normally closed pins. Our cellular auto dialer box reads normally 
opened pins. When the pin becomes closed, the cellular auto dialer box becomes in an 
alarm state. When we initially plugged in the cellular auto dialer box, we had wired it to 
the normally closed pin of each relay. Because of this, the relay was always alarming 
the cellular auto dialer box when the components were working. 

Another suspected issue that may occur is programming the Cellular Auto-Dialer 
to a cell phone. We have already run into one issue with the PumpAlarm Component. 
Currently the pump alarms operate up to 4G. With Verizon's new release of their 5G 
service, the current PumpAlarms are not compatible. This also brings up the issue with 
all current PumpAlarms that have currently been installed on current systems. 
Manufacturers are being forced to replace the current PumpAlarm components with 
new updated PumpAlarms that are compatible. For the purpose of our project and due 
to the high demand of newer updated PumpAlarms, we had requested from Ecological 
Tanks that we obtain an older version of the PumpAlarm. One of our team members 
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had a 4G AT&T phone that would have been compatible with the older version of the 
PumpAlarms.  

Ecological Tanks ended up sending us the updated version of the panel so this 
was not an issue. The only issue we ended up running into is during the programming of 
the box. To program the box, you are required to register and create an account 
containing a fee of $50/ year for the subscription. This is a fee and expense that we had 
not originally taken into consideration. Not only did this put a hindrance on our project, 
but was something to take into consideration of the usability for the future of 
homeowners.  

The last issue that we suspected we may run into is that the PumpAlarm is 
intended to monitor liquid levels and temperatures inside a tank. The PumpAlarm 
contains pins which are to be connected to liquid level floats as well as liquid 
temperature sensors. These components put out voltages to activate each pin so that 
the component can send out signals. The existing air pressure sensor and UV light 
current sensors that come with the control panels also put out voltages to trigger an 
alarm. When constructing and testing the panel, this did not become an issue. The 
issue came into play that there are two 2-pin inputs and one 3-pin input. When we 
designed our panel, we planned to have an input for the pressure switch to monitor the 
aerator motor, an input for the current switch for the UV bulb, and an input for the high 
water float. In our design we planned to have three 2-pin inputs and a single 3-pin input. 
For the purpose of this project we only used the two 2-pin inputs. We originally designed 
each fault to have its own text alert. When programming the cellular auto dialer when 
had to split this into a fault in the treatment tank or a fault in the dosing tank.  

Moving forward, the company that creates the PumpAlarm, offers a high water 
float that would operate off of the 3-pin input. This would allow us to use one 2-pin input 
to monitor the aerator motor and the other 2-pin input to monitor the UV Bulb.  

Overall, the group worked very well with coordinating meeting times and was 
able to stay on track. The team was able to build a fully functional panel that was 
successfully able to perform each objective that we had intended the panel to perform. 
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Christian Guffey 

May 6, 2020 

ENT 498 Reflective Essay 

  

The ENT 497-498 class has been an eye opener for me. Playing the role of a project 
manager and advisor, I have faced some challenges and learned many valuable 
lessons for the future. The whole concept of a senior capstone is as close to real world 
challenges as a college course may get and from the beginning of this project it quickly 
became overwhelming. Being the advisor of this project, I quickly came face to face with 
challenges such as coming up with a project that had a real world purpose, delegating 
tasks to each group member, and observing each group members strength and 
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weaknesses to help with completing various tasks for our research, project design, and 
assembling the prototype. 

This project started with just my team members Brian, Cameron and I coming up with a 
product to design based on both of our knowledge and experience. We came up with 
our control panel idea and hit the ground running from there. The design started off slow 
but picked up as we gained knowledge and completed our research. I had reached out 
to a manufacturer that I have had previous work history with to help get the ball rolling. 
Ecological Tanks helped point us in the right direction as well as provide us with 
additional information that was vital to the design of our control panel. While I still had a 
lot to learn about the configuration and functionality of these control panels, I was able 
to pick it up quickly and help Brian and Cameron get up to speed. 

Our project was heavy on the electrical side of engineering. I have spent a lot of time in 
my college studies covering electrical circuits material. Brian and Cameron are more on 
the mechanical side of engineering based on their studies. While they both have basic 
electrical knowledge from some prior electrical classes I was faced with the task of 
getting the team up to speed on any electrical knowledge that they may not have had. I 
feel that this project mostly relied on the earlier electrical course and not so much on the 
more in depth electrical course, therefore, I feel Brian and Cameron had a solid basic 
understanding of the project. 

The biggest change for me in this course was trying to keep tasks on schedule while 
working remotely during the pandemic of COVID-19. Every step of the way it was 
important to collaborate with the team to determine the material we needed to complete 
and how we would tackle each task. Most of the construction of our project was 
completed before the pandemic. The project construction was completed collectively as 
a team. Once the construction phase was complete, we each divided and conquered 
the report and powerpoint. Recognizing each member strengths and weaknesses was 
key to the success of this project.  

Another issue I faced was that I do not work well with teams. I personally like having 
control over my own work and completing the task at hand on my own. I struggled with 
the urge to micromanage. I have learned to trust and let other team members complete 
tasks and not carry the weight of a project on my own. I have also learned that there is 
more than one way to complete a task. I learned very quickly to take other team 
members inputs into consideration and work collectively as a group. 

Lastly, this course has also taught me the importance of engineering ethics. 
Engineering ethics played a large role in the design of our project. The design of this 
project was based around similar ideas of other existing control panels. In this project 
we proposed to take a basic control panel that is currently in use and replace some of 
the components with more updated and technological advanced components. Knowing 
this, we had to make sure we were giving credit to each source that we were getting 
ideas from. Another ethical portion of this project was making sure that our scope would 
benefit a customer. The whole purpose of this project was to design a panel that is more 
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beneficial for an installer/ service provider and more cost effective for a homeowner. We 
didn’t want to design something that would cost a homeowner more money in the long 
run. The proposal of this panel is based around saving service providers time and 
money when installing and servicing, as well as saving a homeowner money in the long 
run. 

Overall, throughout the course of the project I feel as though I gained a lot as a leader. I 
feel I was a lot stronger of a leader for my team and was more successful as well than 
in the previous semester. From helping my teams to understand the scope of the project 
while ensuring each member was understanding the logic behind each aspect, 
distributing tasks evenly so that due dates were met and each person had equal 
contribution, and making sure tasks were fully completed, I learned how to work with 
people of different work ethics and to make the most out of each members skills. I 
strongly feel that collectively as a team, we were able to successfully put our heads 
together and design and build a fully functional panel that could be used in a real-world 
application. The panel not only was fully functional but was also cost effective and more 
user friendly for both homeowners and service providers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Brian Meermans  

Professor Drigel 

Senior Design 

May 7, 2020 

 

 

Reflective essay 
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 Senior design has definitely opened my eyes and helped structure how much work goes 

into making a quality project happen in a timely manner. Project management class helped lay 

the groundwork to completing this project. Our project with ecological tanks was less of a 

mechanical engineering project and more of an electrical engineering project. This was a little 

out of my comfort zone because I didn't really have the knowledge of electrical outside of my dc 

cerects class and my 191 physics class, but with engineering I have learned to be used to being 

out of my comfort zone and kinda like the feeling I get from it. This class made me think critically 

to evaluate a problem and find a solution with my knowledge from my past engineering courses 

taken at Miami. Most engineering classes have complex problems but do not have these open 

ended problems and give use to work on real work problems. This was really exciting to do. 

With most classes they are just a small part of a problem to understand the concept and 

understand the material. But this class brings it all together.  

My Team members are Christian Guffey and Cameron Calhoun, We completed the task 

at hand with minor hiccups. As a whole I think we did a great job. The general skills of 

computers, theory, and electronics were very good with this group. We all had good knowledge 

on most but if we were confused or stuck we had a great company to help us with questions.  

Christian was a great partner; he was our project manager and was our main connection 

to ecological tanks. He was a very reliable team member and didn't have to be asked or 

reminded to do his work. Christian and I worked very well together and made great progress on 

the project working together. His background knowledge of the project while working in the field 

with it was vital to how smooth this project went and was completed for this first semester of 497 

and will be an easy transition to 498 in the spring. Christian did quality work and in a timely 

manner.  
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Cameron Calhoun was the second group member. Cameron did a better job this 

semester keeping up with the journals and worked on the presentation poster for the extra 

credit. He was more responsive this semester than last asking questions when he wasn't sure 

on things.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cameron Calhoun 

ENT 498 Senior Design Reflective Essay 

Professor Gary Drigel 

  

ENT 498 Senior Design was a positive learning experience for me. This course makes you use 

your entire collection of knowledge gained throughout your time in the Engineering program. 

Students are required to use calculations for design, establish communication between group 
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members and their professor, manage time to have their project completed before their deadline, 

and also be ready and able to present their project to an audience of their peers. The way this 

course is setup and executed is a good way for students to culminate everything they have 

learned as engineers and put it all into practice. Most of the paperwork was completed in ENT 

497 such as our proposal, funding, and the beginning of our project report; so ENT 498 was 

more focused on acquiring all of our parts, assembling our control panel, and testing our panel to 

make sure all the components were working properly. 

 Before we acquired our parts to build the panel, we spent hours looking at wiring 

schematics and finding out the best way to wire our panel so that it could function as we needed 

it to. Having some experience in circuits and reading schematics helped with this task 

tremendously. During winter break we were able to acquire almost all the parts needed to 

assemble our panel so as soon as spring semester began, we were ready to build our panel. We 

were able to get our panel wired without any real problems to the system. This was a big step for 

us because with a properly working panel we could then incorporate the new components into 

the system. We did not have to solder any connections inside of our panel but that would not 

have been a difficult task thanks to our experience in labs throughout the curriculum. We then 

programmed our timer and pumpalarm to test the panel and make sure it was working to our 

specifications. I was personally in charge of programming the timer which was simple due to the 

ease of use and LED display on the timer itself. The technical side of this senior design course 

definitely helped polish my skills as an engineer before going into the industry. I am a firm 

believer that having that technical experience will help not only me, but all students get ahead in 

the field. 

 Working in a group can sometimes be difficult and stressful but I think my groupmates 

and I were able to work well together and make sure we were making progress with every area of 

the project. We started a group message thread at the beginning of the year for ENT 497, so we 

kept that same group message thread for ENT 498. This let us keep in constant contact with one 

another and let each other know when we could meet as a group or even when we were working 

on the project. We did not have any character clashes within our group that made it hard for us to 
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communicate or work together which is huge in a group project. I feel like we were all able to 

get along and find some things in common with each other. We met as a group outside of the 

classroom a few times but with our google shared drive documents and message thread we only 

needed to meet when physically working on the panel. Since we had already purchased a poster 

for senior presentations, we decided that it would not hurt to go ahead and finish our visual aid 

for this project for extra credit. 

Learning how to manage time and multiple different tasks while undergoing a project like this 

was very beneficial. Since this project was so labor intensive there would be no way to get it 

done without some sort of schedule or Gantt Chart to let you know if your project is on schedule. 

In this course we had to give weekly updates to Professor Drigel to let him know where we were 

in our project builds. This is the same thing we would do in the field but in that case, we would 

be reporting to some sort of boss or supervisor. I feel like my group was able to follow our Gantt 

Chart and stay on top of our timelines to get everything done in a timely manner. 

The end of the year was a little different as far as time management due to the COVID-19 

Pandemic that occurred during the spring semester. A stay at home order was passed by the 

governor of Ohio cancelling pretty much all school activities. Due to this we were unable to meet 

with our class and professor during this time and were forced to find new forms of 

communication with one another. We spent the last half of the semester meeting with our 

professor using Webex conferencing that was setup once a week. Luckily, we had already 

assembled and tested our panel before the virus so all we really needed to finish was our final 

presentation and our final poster. This pandemic was very inconvenient for the end of our 

semester because it actually cancelled our senior presentation day and we had to then use google 

meet to record our presentations and turn them in. It was different recording our presentation 

instead of actually presenting it because I was in my bedroom while trying to record and I was 

not used to presenting in that environment. Figuring out how to work and record our presentation 

with google meet was kind of troubling at first but we were able to figure it out and get our 

presentation recorded. ENT 498 was a completely positive experience for me and I would 
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definitely recommend that every engineering student at Miami pass through this course to test 

and polish their skills before being released into the world. 
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